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LANDFILL TO LANDSCAPE

OUR HISTORY
Jack and Jim Paradise start Jayhawk Plastics
and began manufacturing plastic and steel
machine parts for the printing industry.

It’s simple math: ONE = ZERO.

21 MILK JUGS = ONE POUND OF RECYCLED PLASTIC
3,400 MILK JUGS = ONE 6 FOOT PARK BENCH
6,300 MILK JUGS = ONE 6 FOOT PICNIC TABLE

1973

1 CONSCIENTIOUS PERSON = A STEP TOWARD ZERO FOOTPRINT

FROG’S RESINWOOD™ PLASTIC
2
3

LOW MAINTENANCE

4

DURABLE

5

Never needs to be painted,
stained, or waterproofed ever.

Won’t rot, chip, splinter, crack, or
peel and is impervious to insects.

FADE RESISTANT
UV protection keeps colors
vibrant and rich.

EASY TO CLEAN

A little soap and water goes a
long way.

RECYCLED

All recycled content used is 100%
post-consumer.

2021

2010

The team begins
pioneering
different uses for
recycled plastic.

BENEFITS OF

1

2000

1998

Please be the ONE!

Frog Furnishings is acquired
by PlayCore, headquartered
in Chattanooga, TN

Jayhawk begins
manufacturing
recycled plastic

Jayhawk becomes
Frog Furnishings.

WHY IS FROG FURNISHINGS

LEAPING THE COMPETITION?

INDUSTRY LEADING QUALITY :

BRAND DISTRIBUTION :

Our state of the art manufacturing processes,
careful attention to detail and unique engineering
expertise are the reasons why there isn’t a better
material.

Frog Furnishings sells all products exclusively
through distribution. We promote, advertise and
actively market our products through partnership
participation. Distributors are our lifeline to the end
user and we stand behind them 365 days a year.
Frog only sells through authorized Distributors.

COMPETITIVE PRICING :
Frog offers competitive margins that our
distributors love.

FAST SHIPPING :
Our most popular products ship quickly. We turn
your dollars into orders, FAST!

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE :
Since 2000 Frog has taken great pride in providing
a high level of service and sales support which
continues to create loyal and long term distributor
relationships.

GREEN INITIATIVE :
Frog’s premium Resinwood™ plastic reduces
landfill space and helps to fight deforestation.

RESINWOOD™

CUSTOM OPTIONS

Frog’s Resinwood plastic lumber is made from the highest
quality materials on the market and serves as the backbone
for the products in this catalog. Our Resinwood plastic lumber
contains no fillers, like saw-dust, which are used by many
other manufacturers to cut costs. Our HDPE Resinwood lumber
contains recycled plastic that is 100% post-consumer, helping
to reduce landfill space and fight deforestation. Our material is
solid all the way through and contains no holes or voids through
the center like many of the cheap imitations on the market.

Our product outlasts the competition due to the careful attention
paid to the cleaning of the material. Our raw material enters our
machines without contaminants, residues, or foreign objects
which maximizes the integrity and durability of the products we
create. Additionally, our UV Stabilization Phase protects the color
and structure of our product, ensuring the plastic lumber will be
maintenance-free for years to come. Custom colors, sizes, and
lengths are available for quantity orders.

SIZES

COLORS

Being the manufacturer of all our products, we are in the unique
position to create custom sizes for many of our products. Extra
long benches are often requested for playing fields. Custom length
tables are perfect for large shelters. Let us know if you have a
special request and we’ll do our best to service you.

We are able to offer color matching if requested by
a customer. It’s a great opportunity for customers to
carry their color scheme and branding throughout the
environment. Schools and universities can put on a
display of school pride with our vast color selection and
custom color options. Quantity orders are generally
expected for custom color requests.

ENGRAVING
Custom engraving provides the perfect chance for
customers to relay any message they want. This is
ideal for memorial and donor bench programs and is
very popular with schools and universities. Any logo or
artwork saved as a digital file in a vectorized format can
be engraved into our plastic. Engraving may add several
weeks to lead times. As a general rule of thumb, you can
fit 28 characters on a 4ft board, 38 characters on a 6ft
board and 48 characters on an 8ft board.

DESIGN

COLORS
COLOR

Have a specific design in mind? Work with one of our
sales team members to get your idea into a CAD program
and see it come to life. Or let one of our designers give
you a few unique designs to choose from. Once a design
is chosen and finalized, production will create a build
plan and provide a project timeline. Custom designs are
generally only considered for large-scale projects. They
can be the perfect way for schools and businesses to
make a strong statement about their identity.

SIZE CHART

NAME

COLOR
CODES

BLACK

BLA

BLUE

BLU

STOCK
COLORS

NOMINAL
SIZE

ACTUAL
SIZE

LBS. / FT.

STANDARD
LENGTH

3/4" x 3"

.5" x 2.5"

0.5 lbs.

12’

1" x 4"

.75" x 3.5"

0.8 lbs.

12’

1" x 6"

.75" x 5.5"

1.4 lbs.

12’

2" x 4"

1.5" x 3.5"

1.6 lbs.

6‘, 8’, 12’

1.5" x 3.5"

1.6 lbs.

12’

BROWN

BRO

X

2" x 4" bullnose
2" x 6"

1.5" x 5.5"

2.5 lbs.

12’

CEDAR

CED

X

2" x 6" bullnose

1.5" x 5.5"

2.4 lbs.

12’

2" x 8"

1.5" x 7.5"

3.5 lbs.

12‘

1.5" x 9.5"

4.5 lbs.

6‘, 8’

GRAY

GRA

X

2" x 10"
2" x 12"

1.5" x 11.5"

6.1 lbs.

12’

GREEN

GRE

X

3" x 4"

2.5" x 3.5"

2.4 lbs.

12’

RED

RED

WHITE

WHI

* Insert color code in product number.

3" x 4" bullnose

2.5" x 3.5"

2.4 lbs.

12’

3" x 6"

2.5" x 5.5"

4.3 lbs.

12’

4" x 4"

3.5" x 3.5"

3.6 lbs.

8’

6" x 8" x 8”

6” x 8” x 8”

125 lbs.

8’

*NOTE: All sizes and weights are approximate. All plastic lumber
will shrink and expand to some degree during periods of extreme
heat and extreme cold.

ICON LEGEND
IN-GROUND J-BOLT (PB 1999)
IN-GROUND T-MOUNT (PB 1997)
ITEM QUALIFIES FOR QUICK SHIPPING
LIMITED SUPPLY AVAILABLE
SURFACE ELITE BOLT (PB 1008JAY)
SURFACE L-BRACKET (PB 1008)
SURFACE POST MOUNT (PB 1995)
SURFACE U-BRACKET (PB 1998)
SURFACE WEDGE ANCHOR (RMO 6020)

SKU BUILDER
All product orders need the following information
included: size, product color, and product name, with
additional specifications available in various products.
Example:

PB 4 CED SQPIC ADA
Size

Color
code

Product
Additional
code specifications
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BENCHES

HERITAGE
ex. PB 4CEDBFHER

Stop and enjoy the view from one of our stylish and durable
benches. Made to withstand the wear and tear of high traffic

Surface Wedge Anchor

areas yet subtle enough for the most scenic vistas, Frog’s
Resinwood™ is the seating solution for your outdoor space.

8

Made with nine 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and powdercoated, heavy duty cast aluminium frames. The
under structure is heavily braced with length and
width supports. Powder coated cast aluminium
frames available in standard colors of black and
green. Custom colors available for quantity orders.
Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this
product. The bench frame includes holes for surface
mounting. Surface wedge anchors are included for
mounting.

CED

GRA

GRE

BRO

4 FT.
5 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

2 BASES
2 BASES
2 BASES
2 BASES

100 LBS
120 LBS
140 LBS
190 LBS

HERITAGE, BACKLESS
ex. PB 4CEDBFHERBAC
Surface Wedge Anchor

Made with five 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and powdercoated, heavy duty cast aluminium frames. The under
structure is heavily braced with length and width
supports. Powder-coated cast aluminium frames
available in standard colors of black and green.
Custom colors available for quantity orders. Stainless
steel hardware comes standard with this product.
The bench frame includes holes for surface mounting.
Surface wedge anchors are included for mounting.

CED

PB 6CEDNEW

PUBLIC ART BY THOMAS SAYRE

GRA

GRE

BRO

4 FT.
5 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

2 BASES
2 BASES
2 BASES
2 BASES

70 LBS
80 LBS
90 LBS
120 LBS
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CONTOUR

TRAILSIDE

ex. PB 4CEDBFCON

ex. PB 4CEDTRA

Surface Wedge Anchor

Made with eight 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and heavy
duty, powder-coated structural steel frames. The
top and bottom slats are bull-nosed for added
comfort. Custom colors available for quantity orders.
Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this
product. Bench comes with surface wedge anchors
for mounting. Bench frame can either be surface
mount or in-ground mount.

CED

4 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

GRA

GRE

RED

BLU

2 BASES
3 BASES
4 BASES

Surface Wedge Anchor

Made with four 4” x 4” Resinwood slats and heavy
duty, powder-coated structural steel frames.
Custom colors available for quantity orders.
Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this
product. Bench comes with surface wedge anchors
for mounting. Bench frame can either be surface
mount or in-ground mount.

CED

4 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

110 LBS
160 LBS
210 LBS

BRO

GRA

GRE

CREEKSIDE

ex. PB 4CEDBFJAMING

ex. PB 6CEDCRK

Surface Wedge Anchor

CED

4 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

GRA

GRE

BRO

2 BASES
3 BASES
4 BASES

100 LBS
145 LBS
195 LBS

BRO

JAMESON

Made with eight 3” x 4” Resinwood slats and heavy duty,
powder-coated structural steel frames. This bench is
a beefed up and more durable version of our Contour
Bench. The top and bottom slats are bull-nosed for
added comfort. Custom colors available for quantity
orders. Stainless steel hardware comes standard with
this product. Bench comes with surface wedge anchors
for mounting. Bench frame can either be surface mount
or in-ground mount. Optional armrest available for
additional cost (Page 36).

2 BASES
3 BASES
4 BASES

Surface Wedge Anchor

Made with four 3” x 4” Resinwood slats and heavy
duty, powder-coated structural steel frames. The
Creekside is a slimmed down version of the Trailside
and is made with bull-nosed slats on the front and
back for added comfort. Custom colors available
for quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes
standard with this product. Bench comes with
surface wedge anchors for mounting. Bench frame
can be either surface mount or in-ground mount.

CED

4 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

140 LBS
190 LBS
240 LBS

GRA

GRE

BRO

2 BASES
3 BASES
4 BASES

66 LBS
100 LBS
135 LBS
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COMFORT PARK AVENUE

NEWPORT

ex. PB 4CEDCPAE
J-Bolt

ex. PB 4CEDNEW

Surface Elite Bolt

J-Bolt

Made with six 2” x 4” slats and two 2” x 6” bullnosed slats, this is our most comfortable bench
yet. Perfect for any park, school, city or business
and made completely of Frog’s proprietary triblended recycled plastic. Virtually maintenance
free, this bench will hold up to all weather elements
and won’t splinter, crack or warp. Custom colors
available for quantity orders. Stainless steel
hardware comes standard. The bench can be
surface or in-ground mounted.

Made with seven 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and
black recycled plastic bases. The top and bottom
slats are bull-nosed for added comfort. Custom
colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel
hardware comes standard with this product.

4 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

CED

2 BASES
3 BASES
4 BASES

110 LBS
160 LBS
215 LBS

CED

4 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

* Quick ship not available for color option

GRA

RED*

GRE

BRO

GRA

GRE

BRO

3 BASES
3 BASES
4 BASES

105 LBS
130 LBS
165 LBS

OPTIONAL ARMREST INFORMATION (2 ARMRESTS)

GRAY
GREEN
CEDAR

PB1174
PB1175
PB1176

4 LBS
4 LBS
4 LBS

BLU*

COLONIAL

ST. PETE

ex. PB 4CEDCOLE
J-Bolt

ex. PB 4CEDSTP

Surface Elite Bolt

Surface Wedge Anchor

Made with four 2” x 6” Resinwood slats and black
recycled plastic bases. Custom colors available for
quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes
standard with this product.

4 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

CED

GRA

L-bracket

GRE

BRO

2 BASES
3 BASES
4 BASES

105 LBS
160 LBS
210 LBS

Made with nine 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and industrial
grade aluminium bases. The top and bottom
slats are bull-nosed for added comfort. Custom
colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel
hardware comes standard with this product.
Bench comes with surface wedge anchors for
mounting.

CED

GRA

4 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

GRE

BRO

2 BASES
3 BASES
4 BASES

75 LBS
110 LBS
140 LBS
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SPORT

MADISON

ex. PB 4CEDSPOE
J-Bolt

ex. PB 6CEDMADPOR
Surface Wedge Anchor

Surface Elite Bolt

Made with three 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and black
recycled plastic bases. The outer slats are bullnosed for added comfort. Custom colors available
for quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes
standard with this product.

4 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

CED

2 BASES
3 BASES
4 BASES

75 LBS
115 LBS
140 LBS

Made with two 2” x 10” Resinwood slats and
available in galvanized or black powder-coated
and are 2 3/8 O.D steel bases. Surface frame option
comes with surface wedge anchors for mounting.
The bench frames can be ordered as portable, inground or surface mount. Stainless steel hardware
comes standard with this product.

CED

Actual product may vary from image shown.

6 FT. PORTABLE (POR)
6 FT. IN-GROUND (ING)
6 FT. SURFACE (SUR)

* Quick ship not available for color option

GRA

GRE

RED*

BLU*

BRO

GRA

GRE

RED

BLU

BROOKLYN
ex. PB 4CEDBROOK

ex. PB 4CEDARIELE

J-Bolt

Surface Elite Bolt

GRA

4 FT.
6 FT.
8 FT.

GRE

BRO

2 BASES
3 BASES
4 BASES

140 LBS
195 LBS
250 LBS

CED

GRA

L-bracket

The Brooklyn Bench combines the stylish Petrie
bases with the look and feel of the Comfort Park
Avenue. Made with five 2” x 4” and two 2” x 3”
Resinwood slats and black recycled plastic bases.
The top and bottom slats are bullnosed for added
comfort. Custom colors available for quantity
orders. Stainless steel hardware comes standard
with this product.

Made with sixteen 2” x 3” Resinwood slats and black
recycled plastic bases. Unique pattern allows for
decorative spacing on the seat and back. Back and
seat come preassembled for easy assembly. Custom
colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel
hardware comes standard with this product.

CED

110 LBS
110 LBS
110 LBS

BRO

ARIEL
J-Bolt

3 BASES
3 BASES
3 BASES

4 FT.
6 FT.

GRE

BRO

2 BASES
3 BASES

90 LBS
125 LBS
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BLAIR

ROCKFORD

ex. PB 6BLABLAIR

ex. PB 6BLA ROCK

Surface Wedge Anchor

Surface Wedge Anchor

Made with ornamental steel straps and two heavy
duty cast aluminum ends. The ornamental steel
straps were designed with comfort in mind. The
heavy duty cast aluminum ends were designed
to be elegant and solid. A steel bar runs between
the bases to provide additional strength. Ships in
three pieces for substantial freight savings. Custom
colors available for quantity orders. Bench comes
with surface wedge anchors for mounting.

BLA

Made with three heavy duty steel pieces and a
new arched back design, the Rockford adds a
little extra comfort and elegance to our traditional
straight back Aspen. The two ends are fabricated
from heavy gauge steel. This design is perfect for
any high end setting. Custom colors available
for quantity orders. Comes with surface wedge
anchors for mounting.

BLA

Actual product may vary from image shown.

Actual product may vary from image shown.

6 FT.

2 BASES

6 FT.

165 LBS

GRE

195 LBS

GRE

ASPEN

WELLINGTON

ex. PB 6BLAASPBAC

ex. PB 6BLA WELL

Surface Wedge Anchor

Surface Wedge Anchor

Made with a three piece design that is unique and
sturdy. Each steel strap is precisely bent to ensure
comfort. The two ends are fabricated from heavy
gauge tube steel. The simple design makes this
bench appropriate for any location. Custom colors
available for quantity orders. Bench comes with
surface wedge anchors for mounting.

BLA

Actual product may vary from image shown.

6 FT.
2 BASES
6 FT. BACKLESS (BAC) 2 BASES

GRE

2 BASES

BACBLA

BACGRE

Made with ornamental steel straps and two loop
style and heavy duty cast aluminum ends. Ships in
4 pieces for substantial freight savings.
Actual product may vary from image shown.

6 FT.
2 BASES
6 FT. BACKLESS (BAC) 2 BASES

BLA

185 LBS
150 LBS

GRE

BACBLA

BACGRE

170 LBS
120 LBS
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TABLES

HEX

ex. PB 6HEXGRE

Accommodate groups of all sizes and ages at any of our
tables. With Resinwood™ and galvanized frame styles, the

L-bracket

options are endless for your next communal space.

18

CED

ADACED

Surface Elite Bolt

Made from various sized Resinwood slats, the Frog
Furnishings Hex Table is the industry leader in
durability and comfort. This table is often imitated
but never duplicated. The Hex comes standard
with black frames and is a quick ship item. Other
frame colors are available but are not quick ship.
Umbrella hole comes drilled on all units. Custom
colors available for quantity orders. ADA model
available. Nearly all the hardware used in assembly
is stainless steel.

6 FT. (HEX)
250 LBS
6 FT. (HEXADA) 210 LBS

GRA

GRE

BRO

A FRAME

ex. PB APIC6CEDADA
J-Bolt

L-bracket

Made with various sized Resinwood slats, this table
will blend into any traditional environment. The top
and seats are made with 2” x 10” Resinwood slats.
The table frame is made from 3” x 6”, 3” x 4” and
2” x 4” Resinwood slats. Custom colors available for
quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes
standard with this product. ADA model available.

CED
ADACED

GRA

GRE

RED*

BLU*

PB 6HEXCED

BRO

6 FT.

2 BASES

260 LBS

6 FT. ADA
8 FT.

2 BASES
3 BASES

280 LBS
350 LBS

* Quick ship not available for color option
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PARK PLACE

SQUARE

ex. PB 6CEDPARKP
J-Bolt

Surface Elite Bolt

Made with five 2” x 10” Resinwood slats and our
recycled plastic contoured Elite bases. Custom
colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel
hardware comes standard with this product. ADA
model available.

CEDADA

CEDADA

6 FT.
6 FT. ADA
8 FT.

ex. PB 4CEDSQPICADA

3 BASES
3 BASES
3 BASES

U-bracket

CEDADA

310 LBS
335 LBS
350 LBS

ADACED

Made with nine 2” x 10” Resinwood slats and a heavy
duty 1 5/8” OD steel tube base. The base is hot dipped
galvanized and then powder-coated for maximum
durability. The Resinwood plastic slats are cornered
and rounded to ensure comfort. The frame is black
and comes in a standard 4-sided seat configuration
with a 3-sided ADA seat configuration as an option.
Stainless steel hardware comes standard with this
product. Custom colors available for larger orders. An
umbrella hole can be added as well.
Actual product may vary from image shown.

GRA

GRE

BLU

RED

BRO

GRA

RED

GRE

BRO

T-TABLE

ex. PB GFPIC6CED

ex. PB 4CEDBFSPIC

U-bracket

CED

CEDADA

Surface Wedge Anchor

CEDADA

*Black frames available upon request.
Up-charge may apply.

ADACED

GRA

GRE

BRO

230 LBS
255 LBS
270 LBS

GRA

GRE

RED*

BLU*

* Quick ship not available for color option

RED*

BLU*

Made with nine 2” x 10” Resinwood slats and a powdercoated structural steel black frame. Custom colors
available for quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware
comes standard with this product. Table frame can be
ordered as in both surface and in-ground options. ADA
model available. The baseplate measures 18” x 18” with ¾”
diameter mounting holes. Surface frame option comes
with surface wedge anchors for securing in place.
Actual product may vary from image shown.

Actual product may vary from image shown.

6 FT.
6 FT. ADA
8 FT.

250 LBS
220 LBS

BLU

GALVANIZED FRAME
Made with five 2” x 10” Resinwood slats and a hot
dipped, galvanized 2 3/8 O.D steel frame reinforced
with galvanized angle iron cross braces to prevent
sagging. Custom colors available for quantity
orders. Stainless steel hardware comes standard
with this product. ADA model available.

4 FT.
4 FT. ADA

BRO

4 FT.
4 FT. ADA

320 LBS
270 LBS

* Quick ship not available for color option
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KIDS

ex. PB KPIC4CED
L-bracket

CED/GRE

PB BIKEGRE

Made with a solid sheet plastic top specifically designed for use
by children. The top allows children to write or play at the table.
The seats are made with 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and the black
support structure is made from a combination of 2” x 6” and 2” x
4” Resinwood slats.

4 FT.

2 BASES

86 LBS

BIKE RACKS
For when you’re two-tired we’ve got you covered. With both Resinwood™ and powder-

TODDLER

coated steel options, you’ll be able to park your bike and get on with your day.

GRID BIKE RACK

ex. PB 6CEDTODPIC
J-Bolt

ex. PB BIKECED

L-bracket

L-bracket

Made with black recycled plastic bases and five 1” x 6”
Resinwood slats. This table was designed for the tikes who need
a place to sit after a long day on the playground. Custom colors
available for quantity orders. Stainless steel hardware comes
standard with this product.

CED/GRE/RED/BLU

6 FT.

3 BASES

Made with 2” x 4” and 2” x 3” Resinwood slats, our bike rack is
solid and sleek. It is designed to hold 6–10 bikes, and it can
hold bikes on both sides. The slats are carefully spaced to
maximize capacity and to allow for the most common bike
locks on the market. Stainless steel hardware comes standard
with this product. Custom colors available for quantity orders.
The space between the slats measures 2”.

106 LBS

6 FT.

CED/GRE

YOUTH

WAVE BIKE RACK

ex. PB 6CEDYOUPIC
J-Bolt

135 LBS

ex. PB BIKEGAL3ING

L-bracket

Surface Wedge Anchor
Made with black recycled plastic bases and four
2” x 4” and four 2” x 6” Resinwood slats. This table
was designed for children who have graduated
from the Toddler table but aren’t yet ready for a
place at our adult sized Park Place Table. Custom
colors available for quantity orders. Stainless steel
hardware comes standard with this product.

6 FT.

CED/GRE/RED/BLU

3 BASES

230 LBS

Our bike racks are made with heavy duty 2 3/8” O.D, 10 gauge
steel tubing and come in both galvanized and black powder
coated. The design is a simple and classic loop configuration
designed to fit anywhere - even in tight spaces. Bikes can be
parked inside each loop and on both ends with entry from
either side. Bike racks can be ordered in both surface and inground mount styles.

BLA/GAL

Actual product may vary from image shown.

1 LOOP SURFACE
1 LOOP IN-GROUND

3 BIKE
3 BIKE

22 LBS
24 LBS

3 LOOP SURFACE

5 BIKE

45 LBS

3 LOOP IN-GROUND

5 BIKE

47 LBS

5 LOOP SURFACE
5 LOOP IN-GROUND

7 BIKE
7 BIKE

55 LBS
57 LBS
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RECEPTACLES

STANDARD/HEAVY
DUTY ROUND

Keep your outdoor space litter free in a stylish way. Browse our
Resinwood™ and powder-coat options for your next receptacle.

ex. PB 55RCEDHD
L-bracket

24

Our Standard Round receptacle is made with twentyfour 1” x 4” Resinwood slats. Our Heavy Duty Round
receptacle is made with twenty-four 2” x 4” slats. These
are the only receptacles on the market with completely
maintenance-free molded plastic rings. Custom colors
available for quantity orders. All of these cans come with
heavy duty zinc coated hardware as standard. Liner not
included but available for purchase. Standard models
come with an optional hinged door version.

CED

GRA

T-mount

GRE

BRO

STANDARD
STANDARD HINGED
STANDARD
STANDARD HINGED
HEAVY DUTY
HEAVY DUTY

32 GAL
32 GAL
55 GAL
55 GAL
32 GAL
55 GAL

60 LBS
65 LBS
75 LBS
80 LBS
110 LBS
140 LBS

* Quick ship not available for color option

BLU*

STANDARD/HEAVY
DUTY SQUARE
ex. PB 55SCEDHD
L-bracket

CED

The Standard Square receptacle is made with
twenty-eight 1” x 4” Resinwood slats and the Heavy
Duty Square receptacle is made with twenty-four 2”
x 4” Resinwood slats. The plastic top can be removed
to access the liner. Custom colors available for
quantity orders. All receptacles come with heavy
duty zinc coated hardware as standard. Liner not
included but available for purchase.

GRA

STANDARD
STANDARD
STANDARD
HEAVY DUTY
HEAVY DUTY

PB 32RGRA

GRE

BRO

20 GAL
32 GAL
55 GAL
32 GAL
55 GAL

75 LBS
90 LBS
120 LBS
170 LBS
190 LBS

* Quick ship not available for color option

BLU*
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STANDARD ROUND
MULTI-CAN

RIDGEVIEW
ex. PB 32RIDCED

ex. PB 32RDBLCED
L-bracket

CED

GRA

GRE

BRO

T-mount

The versatile Frog Furnishings Standard Round
Multi-Can Receptacle is not just durable, it is eyecatching as well! Constructed with Frog’s 1” x 4”
Resinwood slats, this popular receptacle is perfect
for trash or recyclables. Each side accommodates
a standard 32-gallon receptacle and can be
engraved with a message for each lid – PAPER,
PLASTIC, ALUMINUM, TRASH, RECYCLE, GLASS or any
other label you have. This is the only receptacle
on the market with completely maintenance-free
recycled plastic rings. The lid is made of plastic and
can be removed to access the liner. Guaranteed
to never break, your multi-can receptacle will
last a lifetime. Triple can configuration available
using part number PB 32RTPL_ _ _. Custom colors
available for quantity orders, and bulk rigid liners
are available for purchase.

32 GAL

BLU*

L-bracket

Made with Frog’s recycled plastic, the Ridgeview is not
only one of our most durable cans but it features an
engraved pattern on all four sides as well as black trim
made of recycled plastic Resinwood slats. Made with
heavy duty black deck screws.

32 GAL

CED

GRA

GRE

75 LBS

BRO

135 LBS

* Quick ship not available for color option

SQUARE RECYCLING
CENTER

RICHMOND
ex. PB 32RICHBLA

ex. PB 96SCEDREC

Surface Wedge Anchor

L-bracket

Made with two or three 32 gallon square
receptacles. Each container is engraved with the
label of your choice: PAPER, PLASTIC, ALUMINUM,
TRASH, RECYCLE, GLASS or any other label you
have. Recycling containers are made from 1” x 4”
Resinwood slats and a plastic sheet top that can
be removed to access the liner. Liners not included
but available for purchase. This product comes with
heavy duty zinc coated hardware as standard.

CED

GRA

GRE

BRO

64 GAL
96 GAL

2 CANS
3 CANS

Actual product may vary from image shown.

32 GAL

180 LBS
270 LBS

* Quick ship not available for color option

BLU*

CED

This classic style receptacle is made from heavy gauge
structural steel and powder coated with a heavy duty
commercial grade coating. The lid is heavy and can be
removed to access the receptacle’s liner. The rain bonnet
provides protection from the elements. Custom colors
available for quantity orders. Tabbed feet allow for the
can to be surface mounted using the provided surface
wedge anchors. Liner included.

GRE

95 LBS

* item shown might have design modifications due to
material disruptions
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PROVIDENCE

STANDARD

Surface Wedge Anchor

Surface Post Mount

ex. PB MC2PCED

ex. PB 20PROBLA

Made from heavy gauge structural steel. Designed to blend into
any setting. Custom colors available for quantity orders. Tabbed
feet allow for the can to be surface mounted using the provided
surface wedge anchors. Liner included.
Actual product may vary from image shown.

CED

12 GAL
20 GAL

60 LBS
90 LBS

* item shown might have design modifications due to
material disruptions

GRE

CED

GRE

BRO

Our Standard Message Centers are the industry
leaders. Don’t be fooled by low quality, light weight
imitations. Made with various sized Resinwood slats,
HDPE sheet, a shatter resistant clear plastic viewing
window, high quality black tack board, and specially
coated locking mechanisms. The posts are 4” x 4”
and are fiberglass infused. Designed to be weather
resistant. Custom colors available for quantity orders.
Surface post mount available for additional cost.

Small Message Center, Tack Board Dimensions: 23” x 17”

Large Message Center, Tack Board Dimensions: 34” x 44”

20” X 3 1/2” X 29.25”
20” X 3 1/2” X 29.25”

51” X 3 1/2” X 36”
ONE SIDE, NO POSTS
90 LBS
PB MC3 _ _ _
51” X 3 1/2” X 36” ONE SIDE, TWO POSTS 155 LBS PB MC3P _ _ _
51” X 5 1/2” X 36” TWO SIDES, NO POSTS 145 LBS PB MC3D _ _ _
51” X 5 1/2” X 36” TWO SIDES, TWO POSTS 190 LBS PB MC3DP _ _ _

ONE SIDE, NO POSTS
ONE SIDE, ONE POST

40 LBS PB MC1 _ _ _
70 LBS PB MC1P _ _ _

Medium Message Center, Tack Board Dimensions: 23” x 30”

36” X 3 1/2” X 29.25”
36” X 3 1/2” X 29.25”
36” X 5 1/2” X 29.25”
36” X 5 1/2” X 29.25”

ONE SIDE, NO POSTS
60 LBS PB MC1 _ _ _
ONE SIDE, TWO POSTS 120 LBS PB MC1P _ _ _
TWO SIDES, NO POSTS 80 LBS PB MC2D _ _ _
TWO SIDES, TWO POSTS 115 LBS PB MC2DP _ _ _

HINGED

ex. PB MC2HPCED
Surface Post Mount

CED

GRE

Small Hinged, Tack Board Dimensions: 23” x 17”

ONE SIDE, NO POST
ONE SIDE, ONE POST

PB 32RGRA

40 LBS PB MC1H _ _ _
70 LBS PB MC1HP _ _ _

Medium Hinged, Tack Board Dimensions: 23” x 30”

ONE SIDE, NO POST
ONE SIDE, ONE POST

60 LBS PB MC2H _ _ _
120 LBS PB MC2HP _ _ _

BRO

Frog’s Hinged Message Centers come complete with
hinges, a shatter resistant door, high quality black tack
board, marine-grade stainless steel hardware, and
a vandal resistant locking mechanism. They’re made
with Frog’s Resinwood plastic and HDPE sheet and
the posts are 4”x4” and are fiberglass infused. These
boards are designed to be weather resistant. Custom
colors are available for quantity orders. Surface post
mounts are available for an additional cost.
Large Zig-Zag Hinged, Tack Board Dimensions: 34” x 44”

THREE SIDES, FOUR POSTS 400 LBS PB MC3HPZIG _ _ _
SIX SIDES, FOUR POSTS 565 LBS PB MC3HDPZIG _ _ _

MESSAGE CENTERS

FROG FURNI SHINGS
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ADIRONDACK

SEASIDE

ex. PB ADSE AWHI

Take Frog Furnishings dockside with our Adirondack
collection. Our fade and weather resistant, maintenance-free
furniture is perfect for your backyard oasis or pool deck.

30

The Frog Furnishings Seaside Chair was built with
extreme comfort in mind. Made with a 6 slatted
contoured back, this chair reflects the traditional style
of your everyday Adirondack Chair however, much
more comfortable than a traditional chair. The entire
chair is made from Frog’s Resinwood making the
chair maintenance free. The product is UV stabilized
to protect against fading. Stainless steel hardware
comes standard with this product.

WHI

53 LBS

GRA

GRE

BRO

CED

RED

BLU

OTTOMAN

ex. PB ADTRAOTWHI

The Frog Furnishings Traditional Ottoman was
built to provide the ultimate in comfort and may
be used with any of the Adirondack Chairs Frog
manufactures. The entire ottoman is made from
Frog’s Resinwood making it maintenance free. The
entire product is UV stabilized to protect against
fading. Stainless steel hardware comes standard
with this product.

WHI

14 LBS

CED

GRE

BRO

BLU

PB ADSEAWHI

RED
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SIDE TABLE

CLEARWATER

The Frog Furnishings Traditional Side Table serves
as a perfect place for anything from suntan lotion
to a cold drink. The entire side table is made from
Frog’s Resinwood making it maintenance free. The
entire product is UV stabilized to protect against
fading. Stainless steel hardware comes standard
with this product.

Made with various sized Resinwood plastic slats, this
chair rises above the rest. It’s situated higher up so
you can see over tall patio railings or reach taller
tables. It provides the same comfortable experience
as our shorter chairs and is built to withstand the
harshest conditions. It could second as a shorter
lifeguard chair too! UV stabilized to protect against
sun fading and truly maintenance-free. Stainless
steel fasteners come standard with this product.

ex. PB ADCLRWHI

ex. PB ADTRASTWHI

WHI

12 LBS

WHI

78 LBS

GRA

GRE

BRO

RED

BLU

CED

CED

BLU

PENSACOLA

CHARLESTON

The Frog Furnishings Pensacola Chaise Lounge
is made from various sized Resinwood slats and
is perfect for the beach, pool, backyard, patio or
anywhere you’re looking for relaxation and perhaps
a cold drink. The entire product is UV stabilized to
protect against fading. Stainless steel hardware
comes standard with this product.

The Frog Furnishings Charleston Adirondack Rocking
Chair was built with extreme comfort in mind. Made
with a 6 slatted contoured back, this chair reflects
the traditional style of the modern Adirondack Chair
and is perfect for rocking out on a porch. The entire
chair is made from Frog’s Resinwood making the
chair maintenance free. The product is UV stabilized
to protect against fading. Stainless steel hardware
comes standard with this product.

ex. PB ADPENCLWHI

WHI

ex. PB ADCHAWHI

WHI (51)

75 LBS

CED

BLU

58 LBS

CED (49)

BLU (16)

BRO (27)
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RIVIERA

ex. PB ADRIVWHI

PLAZA BENCH

PLAZA CHAIR

ex. PB 6CEDSFPLZBAC

ex. PB 24CEDSFPLZCHR

Surface Wedge Anchor

The Frog Furnishings Riviera Adirondack 2-Seat Chair
was built with extreme comfort and utility in mind.
Each of the two chairs has a 6 slatted contoured back.
This chair reflects the traditional style of your modern
Adirondack Chair. But with two seats, it is both practical
and more comfortable than a traditional chair. The entire
chair is made from Frog’s Resinwood making the chair
maintenance free. The product is UV stabilized to protect
against fading. Stainless steel hardware comes standard
with this product.

WHI (28)

90 LBS

CED (18)

BLU (9)

BRO (35)

GRAND ISLE
ex. PB ADGISWHI

Surface Wedge Anchor

GRA
GRE
BRO

CED

WHI (35)

118 LBS

CED (33)

BLU (9)

B RO (35)

GRE
BRO

CED

Made with either four or eight 2” x 4” Resinwood slats and an
extremely durable, steel, silver powder-coated frame, this style
bench is ideal for anyone looking to impress the next passerby.
Contoured boards are included for comfort and the frame is
made with holes for surface mounting. Stainless steel hardware
is standard. Mounting hardware is provided.

Made with eight 2” x 4” and two 1” x 4” Resinwood slats
and a sturdy, silver powder-coated, steel frame, this
chair isn’t your typical back patio chair. It’s built to last
and last and last some more. If you wish to mount,
there are holes in the frame for this. Comes with
mounting hardware. Stainless steel standard.

4 FT. BENCH
6 FT. BENCH
6 FT. BACKLESS

24” SEAT HEIGHT

2 BACK SUPPORTS
3 BACK SUPPORTS
3 BACK SUPPORTS

160 LBS
195 LBS
100 LBS

PLAZA RECEPTACLE
ex. PB 32PLZSFCED

Surface Wedge Anchor

The Frog Furnishings Grand Isle Adirondack 3-Seat
Chair was built with extreme comfort and utility in mind.
Each of the three chairs has a 6 slatted contoured
back. This chair reflects the traditional style of your
modern Adirondack Chair. But with three seats, it is
both practical and more comfortable than a traditional
chair. The entire chair is made from Frog’s Resinwood
making the chair maintenance free. The product is
UV stabilized to protect against fading. Stainless steel
hardware comes standard with this product.

GRA

105 LBS

PLAZA TABLE
ex. PB 42CEDSFPLZTB
Surface Wedge Anchor

GRA

GRA

GRE
CED

BRO

Made with twenty 1” x 4” Resinwood slats and a very heavy duty,
steel, silver powder coated frame, this receptacle makes even
the trash inside feel beautiful. A durable, heavy lid comes with
a cable for securing it to the framing. Stainless steel hardware
is standard. Mounting kit included for surface mounting.

32 GAL

140 LBS

PLAZA COLLECTION

FROG FURNI SHINGS

GRE
BRO

CED

Made with eight 2” x 4” and two 2” x 6” bullnosed
Resinwood slats and a highly durable, silver powdercoated steel frame, this table is perfectly matched
with the Plaza Chair or either of the Plaza Benches.
It also doubles as a bench perfect for ski towns and
other resorts and high traffic areas. Frames come
with surface mount holes and hardware. Stainless
steel hardware standard.

42” WIDTH

155 LBS
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ACCESSORIES

TRASH LINERS

Armrests, rain bonnets and liners, oh my! Check out our

ex. PB 32GLINER

selection of accessories to customize your Frog Products.

We offer heavy duty trash liners for each receptacle in
the Frog Furnishings line. Replace your existing liners
with these highly durable liners or buy them for one of
your new Frog receptacles.

GRA

32 GAL ROUND
55 GAL ROUND

6 LBS
9 LBS

*due to supply constraints, the product pictured may
not be the product shipped
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DOME LIDS

ex. PB 32DOME

Each trash liner in the Frog Furnishings line comes with
the option to add a round dome lid. These dome lids are
commercial grade plastic lids great for keeping the rain
out and the trash in. All dome lids have a heavy duty
hinged door.

PB5GRABFHER

ARMRESTS
ex. PB 1079

BLA

BLA

Our Heritage and Jameson benches come with the option
for armrests. The Heritage armrest is made for the center
of the bench whereas the Jameson armrest can be used
either on the ends or in the center or both. Each armrest is
high quality and powder coated to ensure a long lifespan.

HERITAGE, BLA
HERITAGE, GRE
JAMESON, BLA
JAMESON, GRE

5 LBS
5 LBS
3 LBS
3 LBS

PB1076
PB1077
PB1078
PB1079

32 GAL ROUND

GRA

5 LBS

*due to supply constraints, the product pictured may
not be the product shipped

RAIN BONNETS
ex. PB 32RBONBLA

Made from recycled plastic sheet and Resinwood,
Frog’s rain bonnets provide the perfect solution for
keeping mother nature out and keeping trash in. Fits
all round and square trash receptacles.

32 GAL
55 GAL

12 LBS
15 LBS
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MOUNTING OPTIONS
Many of Frog’s site furnishings are sturdy enough to be placed in service without using an in-ground or surface mount.
However, all of our products are designed with easy mounting in mind.

1. In-Ground J-Bolt (PB 1999)

Frog’s in-ground mounting kit is simple and
effective. Simply attach our solid steel J-Bolts to
the bottom of the plastic base, and set the base
in concrete, quickcrete or dirt. The J-Bolt’s shape
makes it impossible to pull out, and the below
ground mount is guaranteed to last.
Box includes 4.

2. Surface L-Bracket (PB 1008)

Frog’s surface mounting kits utilize a unique Poly-L
bracket, which is pound for pound as strong as
steel. Our Poly-L brackets are recommended for all
products with plastic bases. Standard lag screws,
Tap-Cons, or rebar can be used to secure the Poly-L
bracket to any surface.
Box includes 2.

3. Surface U-Bracket (PB 1998)

4. In-Ground T-Mount (PB 1997)

Our standard U-Brackets are recommended for
surface mounting our galvanized frame picnic
tables and other items with irregular shaped bases.
The galvanized U-Bracket will not rust, and is made
to last. The kit includes four brackets as well eight
screws and one concrete drill bit.

Our round trash receptacles can be mounted into
the ground with our Resinwood plastic T-Mount. This
heavy duty and maintenance free option allows for
the receptacle to sit slightly above the ground.
Kit includes 4 anchors.

5. Surface Wedge Anchor
(RMO 6020)

The 3/8” concrete wedge anchor is used to
secure metal frames to concrete surfaces. This
type of mount kit is excellent for deterring theft
or movement of products.
Kit includes 4 anchors.

6. Surface Elite Bolt (PB 1008JAY)

7. Surface Post Mount (PB 1995)

The Elite Bolt surface mount kit allows any product
made with the Elite Series base to be secured to
a concrete surface. A concrete drill bit is included
as well as a drill bit for the plastic base and all
necessary hardware for securing the base to the
surface.

The Surface Post mount can be used to secure
any 4x4 post to a hard surface, such as concrete.
The heavy duty black steel mount can be bolted
to the surface and the 4x4 post can be secured by
screwing through the holes in the mount into the
fiberglass infused plastic post.

PB 4GRACPAE

POLICIES & WARRANTY INFORMATION
FROG PRODUCT WARRANTY
Frog Furnishings guarantees all materials and workmanship for 5 years on any
product made from Resinwood™. Frog guarantees all materials and workmanship
for one year on any product made of steel, aluminum or a combination of metal
and plastic. The guarantee excludes vandalism, improper use, corrosion caused
by chemicals and acts of God. Claims must be filed within the warranty timeframe
of the original invoice date and must be accompanied by the original invoice or
invoice number.
PRODUCT NOTATION
Actual product may vary from image shown.
* Quick ship not available for color option

15750 S. Keeler Terrace
Olathe, KS 66062
913-361-7611
info@frogfurnishings.com

FROGFURNISHINGS.COM

@frogfurnishings

